For packet video, information loss and bandwidth limitation are two factors that affect video playback quality. Traditional rate allocation approaches have focused on optimiz ing video quality under bandwidth constraint alone. However, in the best-effort Internet, packets carrying video data are susceptible to losses, which need to be reconstructed at the receiver side. In this paper, we propose loss aware rate allocations in both group of-block (GOB) level and macroblock level, given that certain packets are lost during transmissions and reconstructed using simple interpolation methods at the receiver side. Experimental results show that our proposed algorithms can produce videos of higher quality when sent over lossy Internet.
Introduction
Although video coding and transmission have attracted much attention from re search community, it remains to be a challenging topic. Two difficult issues involved are bandwidth constraints and information loss. In the literature, schemes can be found to address either of the two problems.
For information loss, there are sender-based 1, 2, 15, 20, 25, 26 , receiver-based 7, 6, 11, 23, 27 , or sender-receiver based schemes to recover from losses 4, 12, 17 . In particular, multipledescription coding (MDC) is an attractive approach for video streaming on the Internet because it greatly improves the error-resilience of coded bit streams. It divides video data into equally important streams such that the decoding quality using any subset is acceptable, and better quality is obtained by more descriptions.
However, such schemes normally assume bandwidth is infinitely available.
For bandwidth constraints, there are rate allocation and adaptation schemes to optimize video quality within a limited rate budget 3, 8, 13, 14, 18, 19, 21, 24 . Again, such techniques work best for error free environment.
Different from existing schemes that deal with rate allocations under lossless conditions, we study rate allocations for lossy transmissions in which parts of a bit stream may get lost and need to be reconstructed. To our best knowledge, no efforts have been made to tackle the problem when sender employs certain robust coding algorithms, such as MDC. The proposed work fills in this gap. In such a setting, the design of rate allocation schemes is closely related to those of multiple-description coding at a sender and the reconstruction algorithm employed at a receiver.
To facilitate discussions, let us first list the notations to be used in the paper in Table 1 . The general problem to be studied is as follows: given the available bandwidth R, how do we design an MDC in order to minimize reconstruction E r , subject to the rate constraint: r ≤ R? In the above statement, r is the actual rate (in bit per second) that the video signals are coded, and the reconstruction error E r refers to the distortion between the original video signals before applying MDC and the recovered signals after decoding and reconstruction. One wide-adopted metric to measure E r is Mean Squared Error (MSE) that calculates the average error between the original and the reconstructed pixel values. Figure 1 illustrates the basic building blocks of encoding and decoding one de scription in MDC. Among the steps, Transform T and Quantizer Q are two very im portant components that can greatly affect video playback quality. However, in lossy situations, the original Transform T and Quantizer Q are not designed for optimal reconstruction performance. In 22 , we have proposed Optimized ReconstructionBased DCT (ORB-DCT) that modified only Transform T , but not Quantizer Q, as illustrated in Figure 1a . To add rate constraints, we need to modify both T and Q, as illustrated in Figure 1b . However, such a formulation involving quantization module Q is a constrained integer optimization problem and is not solvable in a closed-form. Therefore, in this paper, we discuss heuristic approaches to address this problem.
Modifying Quantizer Q results in different rate allocations in the frame, group of-block (GOB), and macroblock levels. Figure 2 shows how rate control and allo cations can be done in each layer. At the top frame level, rate allocations can be achieved by assigning distinct Q i s to frames. At the GOB level, rate allocations can be done by assigning different q i s to blocks within the GOB. The assignment of q i s overrides the default quantization choice set at the frame level. At the macroblock level, rate allocations can be done by applying different s i s to coefficients within a macroblock. Again, the value of s i overrides the quantization choice set at the GOB level. In this paper, we focused on two spatial domain schemes implemented in GOB-and macroblock-levels.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss reconstruction-based rate allocation among macroblocks in GOB-level. In section 3, we proposed loss variance of the ith coefficient in a block c i the ith coefficient in a block R o the bit rate resulted from the original quantization method R s the bit rate resulted from the scaled quantization method P SN R o Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio of the original quantization method P SN R s Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio of the scaled quantization method aware quantization schemes for individual coefficients within a macroblock. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Reconstruction-Based Rate Allocation among Blocks in a GOB
As a GOB consists of a sequence of macroblocks, and if the total rate allocated to this GOB is constrained by a budget R, the question is how to choose quantization factors among macroblocks within the GOB in order to maximize reconstruction performance, subject to the rate constraint. To facilitate future discussions, we define notations to be used in Table 1. Let us start by reviewing the solution to this problem, without considering the fact that video signals may get lost and need to be reconstructed. The classical solution to this problem is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
14 Given that the rate-distortion functions of macroblocks, D i (x i ), i = Spatial Domain 1, 2, . . . , n, are convex, the rate allocation vector (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n ) is the solution to:
if and only if the following condition satisfies.
The proof can be found in 14 , and the discrete version of the theorem can be ( ) ∂ Di found in 21 . Essentially, the derivatives , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are the slopes ∂ xi ri of lines tangent to the rate-distortion (R-D) curves of the macroblocks coded at rates r i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For this reason, the algorithm implementing the theorem is normally referred to as "constant slope optimization." The intuitive idea behind the algorithm is very simple. At those points with constant slope, all the macroblocks operate at the same marginal return for an extra bit in the rate-distortion trade-off.
In other words, If we reduce one bit for macroblock i, and spend it on another macroblock j (to maintain the same bit rate), then the reduction in distortion of macroblock j would be equal to the increase in distortion of macroblock i. For this reason, there is no allocation that is more efficient for this rate budget. This theorem establishes the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal rate allocations among macroblocks. To apply the theorem, one needs to verify an important assumption, i.e., the R-D curve for each individual block is convex. It has been found that conventional single description coders (SDC) generate convex R-D curves, but no results have reported about MDC coders with reconstructions. Next, we establish empirically the properties of the R-D curves for MDC coders with reconstruction. Please note that in MDC setting, the distortion is calculated between the decompressed and reconstructed signals and the original signals.
To this end, we first modified the MDC-based H.263 codec in such a way that the reconstruction quality after interpolation and the corresponding bit rate spent on each macroblock were saved for each description, for a given quantization choice. Then we iterated through all possible quantization choices, i.e., 2, 3, . . . , 31, and obtained 30 rate-distortion pairs, that resulted in a rate-distortion (R-D) curve for each macroblock.
From the experiments, we have found that all the intra-coded macroblocks and a majority of the inter-coded macroblocks have convex R-D curves. Some intercoded macroblocks have non-convex R-D curves due to their complex dependencies on the R-D curves of their reference macroblocks. To save space, we only show the R-D curves of four randomly chosen intra-coded macroblocks and four intercoded macroblocks from three test video sequences: missa, football, and akiyo. In Figure 3 , the first row shows the R-D curves of intra-blocks from missa, and the second row shows the curves of inter-blocks from missa, followed by those of intra and inter-blocks from football and akiyo. In these plots, rate is measured in bytes, and distortion is calculated in terms of mean squared error. Although for some video sequences, their curves are not convex in certain small local regions, convexity is still observed in most parts of all the R-D curves. We can observe the same trend in the R-D curves of other test sequences that are not included here due to space constraints. As a result, we conclude that the R-D relationship for reconstructed macroblocks in MDC is approximately convex; therefore, previous approaches that address optimal allocations among macroblocks can still be applied in MDC with reconstruction 14, 16, 21 .
Design of Quantization Matrices for MDC
H.263 uniformly quantizes every coefficient in a block by applying the same quan tization factor q. Intuitively, this simple scheme is not optimal because it does not exploit the characteristics of individual coefficients. The objective of our work is to improve its performance for MDC by assigning proper quantization factors to different coefficients. Figure 3 : Rate-distortion curves of four randomly chosen macroblocks from a Iframe of missa, P-frame of missa, I-frame of football, P-frame of football, I-frame of akiyo, and P-frame of akiyo.
� � Loss Aware Rate Al locations in H.263 Coded Video Transmissions
As quantization is done in the coefficient domain after DCT transform, we need to first relate errors introduced in the coefficient domain to those observed in the ′ pixel domain. Let X and X denote the original and the reconstructed blocks of ′ pixels, and Y and Y be the corresponding original and reconstructed blocks of transformed coefficients, we have the following relationship between the errors in these two domains.
(2) and (3) hold if and only if T is an orthonormal matrix. It is easy to verify that DCT is an orthonormal transform; therefore, the energy of quantization errors in DCT transform coefficients is equal to that of image pixels. This is a useful property because it implies that our efforts to reduce quantization errors are equally reflected in the pixel domain as well.
To find the quantization factor for each coefficient in a block, we need to first find the number of bits to be allocated to each coefficient and then map this rate budget to quantization factor. For the first step, we can formulate the block-level rate allocation as a constrained optimization problem as follows 10 :
In the above formulation, we assume that i th coefficient is quantized to R i bits, and the resulting quantization error is d i . There are n coefficients in a block. In H.263, n is equal to 64 since each block is 8 by 8. The optimal solution can be obtained in terms of the rate budget, R, the number of coefficients within the macroblock, n, and coefficient variances: σ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n 10 :
The equation indicates that bit allocation should be done based on coefficient variances. If all the coefficients have equal variances, i.e., σ
then the best way is to assign R bits to each coefficient. On the other hand, if the n variance of a certain coefficient i, σ 2 , is greater (or smaller) than the geometrical i average of the variances, then the number of bits allocated to this coefficient should be greater (or smaller) than R , the average number of bits for each coefficient. results in an increase in both memory requirement and computational time. We need to set aside a frame buffer to facilitate variance estimation, and this doubles the memory requirement in encoding. To understand its computational overhead, let us do a rough analysis on the number of computations needed to estimate coefficient variance. Suppose there are m blocks in each frame, then we need to estimate the variances for 64 coefficient bands, c i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 64 among the m blocks as follows.
To calculate the average coefficient value, we need to perform m additions and 1 division. To calculate the coefficient variance for a single coefficient, σ i 2 , we need m additions, m subtractions, m multiplications and 1 division. Therefore, we need 4m + 2 computations to estimate the variance for a single coefficient, and 64(4m + 2) to calculate all the variances. For a small CIF video sequence where the frame dimension is 352 × 288, m is equal to 1584 = (352/8 × 288/8). This results in a total number of 405632 computations to be performed to estimate coefficient variance! Compared to the original quantization method that needs just one division to quantize each coefficient and 101376 computations to quantize all the coefficients, this results in a four-fold increase in computational time.
Second, due to the non-stationarity of video frames, the variance of a coefficient changes from frame to frame; hence, a quantization matrix needs to be sent for each frame, leading to additional bit overhead that may not justify the bit savings resulted from this approach.
Third, the largest obstacle to the application of this formula is that the rela tionship between rate and quantization factors cannot be derived in advance due to the zigzag ordering and variable length coding employed. As both of them have large impact on the resulted bit rate but cannot be formulated in closed-form, it is hard to find the optimal quantization choices given the knowledge of this optimal bit allocation vector.
Eq. (7), however, still provides guidelines for designing macroblock-level quan tization schemes. Basically it suggests that coefficients should be quantized ac cording to their variances in the way that if the variance of a certain coefficient, σ 2 , is greater (or smaller) than the geometrical average of the variances, then the i number of bits allocated to this coefficient should be greater (or smaller) than R , n the average number of bits for each coefficient. To develop practical MDC-based quantization schemes, our first step is to study how the MDC process changes the variances of individual coefficients. For this purpose, we group coefficients from a video frame into 64 bands by putting coefficients with the same coordinate (i, j) in a transformed block, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8, into the same band, and calculate the vari ances of coefficients within each band. We do this separately for intra-coded and � inter-coded frames because they have different inputs: intra-coded frames code the original pixel values, whereas inter-coded frames code the residual signals computed from the current and its reference frames. Table 2 shows the ratio of coefficient variances of a horizontally-interleaved MDC system as compared to those of a SDC system, for three CIF format sequences (missa, football, and boxing) and two QCIF format sequences (akiyo and coastguard). The coefficients having smaller variances after MDC are circled in ovalboxes.
The results tell us that the variances in the upper right part of a coefficient block tend to increase after MDC, and those in the lower left tend to decrease after MDC. This is not surprising because horizontal (resp. vertical) frequency components are likely to increase (resp. decrease) after horizontal partitioning, and the coefficients in the upper right (resp. lower left) triangle are the ones that capture horizontal (resp. vertical) frequencies. As we know that coefficients with large variances need to be quantized more finely than those with smaller variances, our observation motivates the following quantization scheme for MDC:
where Q i,j is the quantization factor to be used for the coefficient of row i and column j, α and β are scaling parameters, and Q is the original quantization choice for this block. To choose suitable α and β, we have evaluated the following com bination of choices: α = 1.0, 1.05, . . . , 1.2 and β = 0.7, 0.75, . . . , 1, for each video sequence.
The best results along with the parameters and the comparisons with the original quantization scheme can be found in Table 3 . Here, R s (resp. R o ) represents the bit rate resulted from the scaled (resp. original) quantization, measured in bytes, and P SN R s (resp. P SN R o ) denotes PSNR values for the scaled (resp. original) approach. From the results on ΔP SN R (= P SN R s − P SN R o ) and ΔR R Rs−Ro (= Ro ), we can see that the modified quantization scheme lead to better PSNRs and 1% − 10% savings in bit rates for missa, football, boxing, akiyo, and river, and comparable R-D results for coastguard.
In our approach, since the same scaling factors are used throughout a video sequence, there is no overhead in bit rate when compared to approaches that need to send frame-based quantization matrices to decoders. Furthermore, the estimations of variances and scaling factors, α and β, do not add much extra complexity in real-time encoding because they can be done offline.
A natural question arises as to the how our proposed quantization algorithm increases computational time in real-time encoding and decoding, since the quanti zation and de-quantization processes become floating point operations after scaling. To this end, we computed encoding time with the original quantization (enct o ), en coding time with the proposed quantization (enct s ), decoding time with the original quantization (dect o ), and decoding time with the proposed quantization (dect s ) and reported them in Table 4 . These numbers were calculated as the averages of 100 In Table 4 , we can see that the increase in computational time due to floating number operations in quantization and dequantization is negligible, less than 2%. This can be partly explained by the fact that both quantization and dequantization only take a very small fraction of time in the encoding and decoding processes. In the literature, people have reported time profiling results of MPEG-2 and H.263 coding 5, 9 : in encoding, around 85% time is spent on motion estimation and com pensation, 8% time on quantization, variable length coding and rate control, and 7% on transform coding; in decoding, around 20% is spent on transform coding, 40% on motion compensation, 25% on variable length decoding, and around 15% on dequantization.
To further understand the results in Table 4 , we did an experiment to compare the time to calculate 10000 integer operations (e.g., multiplications and divisions) and 10000 floating point operations, respectively. We found that floating point op erations result in approximately 10% increase in computational time than integer ones. This implies that if the time spent on quantization dominates the encoding procedure and the time spent on dequantization dominates the decoding procedure, then we will see 10% increase in encoding and decoding. Combined with the obser vation that quantization takes only 8% time in encoding and dequantization takes only 15% in decoding, it is easy to understand why the introduction of floating point quantization and dequantization in the proposed algorithms does not incur much penalty in computational time.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied reconstruction-based rate control schemes with the objective to minimize final reconstruction error when packet losses happen.
In general, rate control can be formulated as integer programming problems. Since it is difficult to derive signal-independent closed-form solutions to such prob lems, we have developed heuristic approaches to do rate control in two levels. First, for rate control among blocks within a GOB, we have studied schemes based on the "constant slope theorem," which basically states that the optimal rate allocation vector can be found at points with constant slopes in rate-distortion curves. To apply this theorem, one needs to verify an important assumption, i.e., the R-D relationship for each individual block is convex. It has been found that conven tional SDC generates convex R-D curves, but no results have been reported about MDC coders with reconstructions. Our work has filled this gap by verifying em pirically the convexity of R-D curves for MDC coders with reconstructions. As a result, conventional approaches based on the "constant slope theorem" can still be used for MDC coders. Second, for rate control among coefficients within a block, we have first investigated the property of coefficient variances for MDC coders. Then, based on the observations about the change of variances, we have proposed a scaled quantization scheme that produce videos with higher PSNRs using smaller bandwith.
